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Mandatory local heating & cooling plans 
for cities > 45000 citizens

Approx. ~1200 cities in EU > 45k citizens

Special case Germany, all cities/towns 
~11000,  mandatory heat plan
• >100k citizens by 2026
• Rest by 2028





Digitization, Automation and Optimisation of the planning process 

Slow and time consuming
Inaccurate and error prone
Limited number of connections
Not scalable
Single scenario analysis
High level cost estimates
Process bottleneck 
Limiting business growth

Automated design process, reduce design time
Accurate calculations, uniform designs
Large networks at city scale
Very scalable approach
Multiple scenario analysis and comparison
Detailed cost calculation

 Process optimization 
 Enabling business growth

https://blog.iqgeo.com/three-levels-of-district-energy-network-design-maturity

Reduce design and study time from weeks to days, 
while taking a consultancy business to an entirely 
new level of operational efficiency



GIS based Automated Planning & Design software 
for district energy networks

Techno-economic assessment of district energy schemes

• Technical network design
• Deployment cost calculation
• Roll-out planning 
• Investment analysis



• Area-wide exploration

• Identification of project 
opportunities

• High level cost estimate

Master Planning

• Technical feasibility
• Options appraisal
• Techno-economic modelling
• Financial model

Feasibility Study & 
Initial design • Updated technical design

• Fine tuning of early design
• Detailed financial model
• Delivery stage and roll out 

planning

Detailed Design

• Business/commercial model
• Scheme design
• Procurement strategy
• Market testing

Detailed Project 
Development • Secure investment and future 

revenue
• Supply contracts, land purchase, 

commercial agreements,…
• Tariff structures for customer 

contracts
• Potential for preparatory works
• Construction and build

Construction and 
Commercialization

Project stages



Design methodology
GIS data

Energy data

Technical parameters

Unit Costs

Network topology

Network dimensions

CAPEX

Investment analysis

Financial

Techno economic assessment of district energy network
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Customer case: city of Rotterdam
• Netherlands was one of the first countries with the political decision to be natural gas free by 2050
• Due diligence on best heating solutions in greater Rotterdam area
• Active with Comsof Heat since 2019
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Heat zoning in Rotterdam
• Red area: High temperature district heating
• Blue area: All-electric (heat pumps)

(*) Disclaimer on last page
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Identification of 14 areas for district heating
• Total of 160000 housing equivalents

(*) Disclaimer on last page
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(*) Disclaimer on last page



Reduce study & design time from weeks to days with 

GIS Data 
prep

GIS Data prep

2

Design of 1 scenario

Traditional Process

Gain in Total 
Lead time

Design 
scenario 1Tool config

Automated Process with IQGEO Comsof Heat, same scope, more details in output. Shorter lead time.

3 4
Gain in Total 

Lead time, and 
better insight

GIS Data prep Design 
scenario 1Tool config

Automated Process with IQGEO Comsof Heat, same scope, more details in output and better insight with multiple 
scenarios. Shorter lead time.

time

…

Shorter time for each 
additional scenario





GIS & 
Energy 
input 
data

Digital twin 
and real time 
optimization

Operation and 
maintenance

Hydraulic
simulation

Data workflow and software partners
Strategic 
planning

Plan, execute 
and manage 
operational 

actions

Optimise your 
grid and run 

simulations of 
future situation 
based on an 
integrated 

network view

High level 
design

Building and 
documenting

Feasibility 
study and 

masterplan 
creation

Create new 
heat network 
and calculate 
deployment 

costs

Model changes 
and verify 

behaviour of 
planned network in 
a hydraulic model

Manage high 
quality network 
documentation 

Heat zoning

Data flow / process flow 

Heat zoning 
analysis

Dataflow

Plugin to: Plugin to:

(*) (*)

(*) roadmap

Qualitative 
GIS

and Heat
Demand 

data
provider



1.Digital Twin of a city
Heat zoning with COLONY 

2.Identify areas for 
District Heating
Networks with COLONY

3.Export data and design the network 
with Comsof Heat incl. CAPEX



Exported data:
• Customer heat demand
• Pipe network topology
• Pipe diameters

Screenshot to be replaced
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Customers
“In addition to saving time, the software's ability to model different scenarios and 
incorporate data from multiple sources has been crucial in developing a flexible and 
adaptable plan for the project. ”

“With a simple re-run, we have an entirely new network. All of these things would have 
been very time consuming and expensive to do manually“

“Now we have more insights, without losing ourselves in details.”

“Finding creative solutions together for problems together was something I appreciated,’  
‘It’s not just here’s the software, it’s more of a partnership”

“We made loads of scenarios and experimented with various runs we would like to test in 
Amsterdam. We are incredibly happy with the results we have”

“This software provides considerable more reliable capital cost calculations than manual 
designs, for only a fraction of the invested labor hours”

Engineering & 
Consultancy

District 
Energy 

operators

(Large) cities Universities
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Getting Started?

70+ videos
Theory & Demo’s

• 2-day training + 1 month trial
• Next edition in Ghent - March 2024

Contact: kurt.marlein@iqgeo.com
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Building better 
networks

Contact: kurt.marlein@iqgeo.com

Thank you !
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Presentation disclaimer IQGEO
The information contained in this Presentation, including, but not limited to, estimated financial information and product 
development roadmaps, was prepared expressly for use in this Presentation and is based on certain assumptions and 
management's analysis of information available at the time this Presentation was prepared. While the information 
provided herein is believed to be accurate and reliable, IQGeo makes no representations or warranties, or other 
assurances, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of such information or that any of the plans herein 
will be realized, and expressly disclaim any such representations, warranties or assurances. Nothing contained within 
this Presentation is, or should be relied upon as, a promise or representation as to the future performance of IQGeo, or 
as a commitment to a product development roadmap.

Presentation disclaimer Rotterdam Use Case
IQGEO declares that the information related to the district heating network in Rotterdam for the feasibility study phase is 
in this presentation solely intended for informational purposes. In recent years this has been subject to change; 
therefore, we recommend that those interested in using this information or to know more about it, please contact the 
person in charge of the calculations at the following e-mail: fm.freyrehechavarria@rotterdam.nl. The district heating 
network plans at the feasibility stage may evolve based on ongoing studies, technological advancements, regulatory 
changes, or unforeseen circumstances. The information presented does not guarantee future project specifics and 
should not be considered a final representation of the heating network. This information is offered without any warranty, 
expressed, or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness. Stakeholders, residents, or any parties involved are hereby 
notified that this information is not legally binding, and no claims can be made based on the content provided. By 
accessing and utilizing the information presented, users acknowledge and agree to the terms outlined in this disclaimer. 
The creators of the district heating network calculation in Rotterdam hold no liability for any consequences arising from 
the use of this information.
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